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key findings in change literature

institutional context

goal To influence the culture of STEM departments
at AAU universities so that they will use
sustainable, student-centered, evidence-based,
active learning pedagogy in their classes,
particularly at the first-year and sophomore levels.

Henderson, AIP Conf. Proc. 1289, 117 (2010)
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reasons why faculty use
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“[D]ata was generally only a confirmation of what
they already believed and not a strongly
convincing factor... dissemination should focus
on methods that involve direct and personal
contact with faculty[.]” —Dancy, Turpen, and

AAU Undergraduate STEM Education Initiative
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departmental action teams (dats): P2 P4 P6 P7 P8
⋅ Work with teams of faculty over a year to identify
and address common problems, with a focus on
collecting data and building community/
teamwork
⋅ Achieve stability that allows DATs to continue
after support is withdrawn, ideally integrating
into departmental governance
⋅ Draw from SoTL, FLC, and SEI knowledge
faculty senate:
P4
⋅ Develop a framework for teaching excellence
that can be adopted and contextualized by
departments in promotion and tenure guidelines
senior administration:
⋅ Require evidence of student learning in
tenure and promotion decisions
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effective change efforts:
P1

align with or focus on changing the beliefs of the individuals
involved

P2

involve long-term interventions (a semester or more)

P3

require design that is compatible with the complex nature of the
university ecosystem.

P4

have an emergent component, giving individuals or groups agency
in the change process.

P5

take the department as the key unit of change.

P6

leverage and create community centered on teaching and learning

P7

lead to diﬃcult-to-revert structural changes aligned with the
change eﬀort

P8

are maintained by internally-driven processes that lead to
continuous refinement
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Systems thinking
through focus on the
integration of teaching
with research and
other departmental
functions.
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Individual capacity
building through
training,
mindfulness,
and responsibility.

Team learning through
dialogue,collaborations
and transparency to
engender continuous
P7
assessment
P8
and innovation
Continuous
transformation through
revising assumptions
about learning and
attending to events
P1
in new ways

Vision creating
through a compelling
future perspective
which integrates
personal and
organizational goals

Success convinces
administration to support
and amplify this approach
Department culture of
student-centered learning

P5

Positive student outcomes
emerge through unproscribed
faculty actions

one to two year timeline
soon

Measures of student learning

middle-out model

focus on organizational change strategies

30 days

squeeze model

middle-out model implementation

A one or two day retreat to develop a vision, mental
maps, assessment criteria, and a process going forward.
Create working groups, e.g. establishing program
learning goals, revising reward systems, and creating a
supportive environment for innovations and positive
relationships.
Assess progress, reflect on successes and lessons
learned, and adjust process at regular intervals.

90 days

focus on measures of student learning
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situational characteristics
individual characteristics

Science Education Initiative (SEI):
improved teaching of science at CU (2008-2013)

barriers to the use of
research-based instruction

intended outcome
individuals

Working in 3 departments: Integrative Physiology (1700 majors),
Mechanical Engineering (800 majors), Physics (200 majors,
2500 students/year in service courses), with more (2-4) to come.

review of 191 higher ed
institutional change articles

environments

review of theories of change
“[Leveraging] relevant shifts in departmental
values and practices is the critical factor in
determining whether the eﬀorts of faculty—as
individuals and groups—and of their
institutions, will be able to improve the quality
of [STEM] education[.]” —Seymour, Sci. Educ. 86,

aspect to be changed

CU Boulder
R1 public university 26,000 undergraduates 6,000 graduate students

Assess, reflect, adjust.
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